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Eternal light burns over Eri's grave 
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DID IT HAPPEN? 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

A charging bull is stopped by Dr. 
dose Delgado's radio signals to 
electrodes Implanted in its brain. 
Was Lee Harvey Oswald similarity 
controlled? He spent more than a 
week as a patient in the Soviet 
Union's Behavior Control Project 
In Minsk. Was a miniaturized radio 
receiver, smaller than a man's shirt 
button. placed in Oswald's cerebral 
region? Were Oswald and Ruby 
(who had a plate in his skull) 
pawns in• a fantastic game of in-
ternational finance that netted "the 
group" half a billion dollars? Why 
did a prominent busineesman, now 
in WI, so to New Orleans 
in August, 1953? "Were 
We Controlled?" follows ,t .t• `,AN: 
up document after docu-
ment, clue after clue. It's 
an amazing story. Read It 
today. Argue about it all 
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DID IT HAPPEN? 
A charging bull is stopped by Dr. 
Jose Delgado's radio signals to 
electrodes implanted in its brain. 
Was Lee Harvey Oswald similarly 
controlled? He spent more than a 
week as a patient in the Soviet 
Union's Behavior Control Project 
in Minsk. Was a miniaturized radio 
receiver, smaller than a man's shirt 
button, placed in Oswald's cerebral 
region? Were Oswald and Ruby 
(who had a plate in hie skull) 
pawns in a fantastic game of in-
ternational finance that netted "the 
group" half a bi/lion dollars? Why'  
did a prominent businessman. now 
In jail, go to New Orleans 
In August, 1163? "Were 
We Controlled?" follows 
np document after doer-  hl  
resent, eine after clue. It's 
an amazing story. Read It 
today. Argue about It all 
night. 
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DID IT HAPPEN? 
A charging bull is stopped by Dr. 
Jose Delgado's radio signals to 
'electrodes implanted in.  its ,braln„ 
Was Lee Harvey OsvraId-elmilarly 
controlled? lie spent more than a 
week as a patient In the Soviet 
Union's BehaviOr Control project 
In Minsk. Was a miniaterlieravadie 
receiver, smaller than a man's shirt 
button, placed In Osweirl'a cerebral 
region? Were Oswald and' 'Ruby 
(who had a plate in his skull) 
pawns In a fantastic Iran:pelf in-
ternational finance that _netti "the 
group" half a hinfort dollartertil'hy 
dirt  a  prominent Imaineseatan, now 
In jail, KO to Nev Orlean! 
in Angust. 1903? "Were 
We Controlled'?" foliated 
up document after docu-
ment, clue after clue. We` 
an amazing story. Head it 
today. Argue about tt all 
night. 
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